
555 Faults & Fixes 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

ARMED WITH THE TOOLS 
 

 

Your ‘555 Team’ approach to ‘Faults & Fixes’ is both very simple and highly 

predictable. Those are both good things in ‘Golf’ and ‘Life’! 

 

You know that we strive to understand ‘Scientific Realities’ such as ‘The Physics Of 

Rotation’ and ‘The Geometry Of The Circle’. This material always applies. 

 

There are aspects and elements that are ‘Consistent’ to every swing universally. ‘The 555 

System’ includes a very comprehensive application and foundation of these. 

 

Whenever we come up against a ‘Fault’, the ‘Fix’ relies upon our knowledge of ‘The 5 

SET-UPS’, ‘The 5 ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS’ and ‘The Five 555 CONCEPTS’ 

which we call the ‘Problem Solvers’. Sounds like these three groups of five might be 

worthwhile noting as we get into yet another ‘Faults & Fixes’. Here they are! 

 

 

 ‘The 5 SET-UPS’ …  

1) ‘Posture’, 2) ‘Grip’, 3) ‘Stance’, 4) ‘Ball Location’ and 5) ‘Alignment’.  

 

 

 ‘The 5 ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS’ … 

1) ‘Clubface AIM’, 2) ‘Clubhead PATH’, 3) ‘Clubhead SPEED’, 4) ‘Sweet Spot’ and 5) 

‘Angle Of Attack’. 

 

 

 ‘The FIVE 555 PROBLEM SOLVING CONCEPTS’ … 

1) ‘The Golfing Machine Concept’, 2) ‘The Tether Ball Pole Concept’, 3) ‘The Balsa 

Airplane Concept’, 4) ‘The Human Ratchet Set Concept’ and 5) ‘The Dead Rope 

Concept’. 

 

 

Equipped with these ‘Three Groups Of Five’, we can tackle any ‘Mechanical Golf 

Issue’ that arises in a logical and realistic manner. ‘Faults & Fixes’ will become second 

nature. 

 

 

 



THIN SHOTS IN CHIPPING 
 

Many people observe their balls running through the green and think the reason for this is 

that they have hit it too hard or selected the wrong club. Not generally the case! The 

primary culprit is ‘THINNESS’. One must strive to “Strike The Ball Down & Thru’.  

 

Usually this ‘Thinness’ is because one has hit the ball between the ‘Tropic Of Capricorn 

and the Equator’. This is known as ‘THIN’. The strike takes place with the ‘Leading 

Edge Of The Club’ and not the ‘Sweet Spot Of The Clubface’. The proper contact of 

Clubface to Ball is on the lower inside quadrant. The ‘Leading Edge’ should pass 

relatively just at or slightly ‘Under The South Pole’. A great ‘Ship’ is a ‘Take The Ball 

First Bt A little Grass As Well Procedure’. If the ball is struck even higher than the 

Equator, the strike will imitate a little low flying rocket. This is called a ‘Skull’.  

 

One can also simply ‘Top The Ball’. This will not get it into the air other than to bounce 

in that direction. You must know that ‘Your 555 TEAM Suggests That You ‘Putt 

Thin’! 
 

One of the main reasons for these ‘Thin Shots’ is because the striker has physically tried 

to lift the ball into the air with a ‘Through Ascending Blow’. (lack of ‘Target Lever Dead 

Rope’) One should ‘NEVER’ try to help the ball into the air. All golf ‘Procedures’ are 

‘Descending Blows’. Until one learns the true meaning of this statement, golfing will not 

be as pleasureful as desired! 

 

 

DISADVANTAGE:  
 

Poor ‘Distance Control’. 

Poor ‘Ball Flight Shape’. 

’Negative Attitude’ on the ‘Dance Floor’ 

Poor ‘Putting Routine’. Poor ‘Scoring’. 

 

 

CHECK:  

 

Notice the ‘Ball Flight Line & Shape’. 

Feel the ‘Impact & Separation’ ‘Delivery & Release’ 

 

 

 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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